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                       Abstract 
Modern logistics has been the dominant service industry, the new economic 
growth area of national economic development,and the important indicators to 
measure a country's comprehensive national power. In recent years, China logistics 
industry has been developing rapidly,the highway transportation has been ranked first 
among all transportations, carrying more than 70% of the whole logistics.However, 
compared with the developed countries,The means of highway transport in our 
country are “fragmented”, and the highway logistics has the characteristics of “small, 
scattered, disorder and inefficiency ,”These problems prevent the  highway logistics 
from developing,and also affect the efficiency of the whole logistics in our country. 
Therefore, how to reduce logistics costs, improve the efficiency  are the important 
subjects  which need studying and solving in the current economic development, 
they are also the key to change the  the pattern of economic development and  to 
improve the economic efficiency and quality. 
In this article, through analyzing  the current situation of the development of 
highway logistics market in Shenzhen, combining with the national encourage 
political trend  and comparing with other foreign countries’advanced   experience 
of their highway logistics markets, studys the  transformation and upgrading model 
for road freight market, puts  forward to an integration way , builds  the innovative 
profit model based on supply chain orientation to complete the common prosperity of 
the logistics industry and the value chain. 
   This essay is divided into five chapters: 
   The first chapter is introduction. Giving the brief introduction of the Shenzhen 
highway logistics market business model innovation research background, objects, 
methods,  present situation, the significance and the structure of this paper. 
The second chapter: the author analyzes the reasons that Shenzhen road freight 













 of the road freight transport market in Shenzhen and the main characteristics, 
combining with the internal demands of the logistics industry and the problems which 
the freight market is facing with , discusses the main reasons why the  freight market 
business model should  be innovated. 
The third chapter: Through comparing and referencing the differences between 
Shenzhen logistics and other countries’ road freight market.Respectively introduces 
the business models of Shenzhen and other countries’road freight market, by contrast, 
found  the limitation of the Shenzhen freight market,and how to improve it.  
The fourth chapter:  Shenzhen road freight market business model must be 
innovated .Through the analysis of the development environment of Shenzhen road 
freight market,the author defines the innovative value theory and tells us how to 
realize it, builds a new structure of the innovative profit model based on the supply 
chain oriented.    
The fifth chapter:conclusion. The administrators of the freight market,   as 
sponsors, with the freight companies,and information enterprises form the alliances 
and become the third party logistics, develop logistics services business model based 
on supply chain oriented , These can create new value for all parties.What’s more,This 
is practical.   
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1994-1999 年：专线时期。市场需求就意味着创新。从 1993 年开始，专线
运输开始在我国货运市场中出现，由于专线运输实现了零担货物的低成本运输，
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